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Thomas Consultants Profile & Philosophy
Thomas Consultants has a passion for transforming retail and mixed‐use projects into
memorable destinations ‐ places that stir the imagination and generate lasting value for
our clients and their communities.
As development strategists, we go well beyond project feasibility, collaborating with our
clients and their design teams to best match physical form with market opportunity.
With 30 years of specialized retail experience, we offer our clients the insights necessary
to optimally position their projects in both mature and emerging markets worldwide.
Retail is our core specialty, and for good reason. Though we often work with a range of
potential land uses, it is retail that lies at the center of many of the world’s most beloved
and successful places.
“Getting the retail right” is as much art as it is science, involving far more than number
crunching, marketing, or leasing.
As the core or unifying element, retail must be carefully conceived thematically, physically
and analytically, to ensure that it becomes the social and functional heart of the project.
When we create a development strategy, our aim is not only to meet or exceed a client’s
economic objectives, but also to generate a level of vitality critical to successful
placemaking now and for generations to come.
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We are leaders in creating distinctive:
 Shopping Centers
 Town Centers / Mixed‐Use Developments
 Resort Retail Villages
 Master Planned Communities
 Street Retail Districts
 Transit Oriented Developments
 Airports & Cruise Ship Terminal Retail

Place Makers
“Market‐Based Planning”
“Defining Development Opportunity”
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Thomas Consultants Services
 Site Analysis
 Land Use Market Assessments
 Competitive Market Review
 Best Practices Benchmarking
 Trade Area Delineation & Customer Profiling
 Expenditure Analysis
 Market Captures & Retail Project Sizing
 Project Sales Forecast
 Financial Analysis
 Site Planning & Design Recommendations
 Merchandising and Tenant Mix Layout Plan
 Project Positioning Strategy
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Thomas Consultants work experience
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Thomas Consultants is Making Projects Work
in Over 40 Countries Around the World
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Thomas Consultants Projects

The Gateway, Salt Lake City

Dubai Festival City, Dubai

Hakata Canal City, Fukuoka

Docklands, Melbourne

Montelago Village, Las Vegas

Mall of the Emirates, Dubai

Designopolis, Cairo

Zlote Tarasy, Warsaw
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Whistler Village, Whistler
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Thomas Consultants Projects
Solana, Beijing

Southlands, Denver

Lionshead, Vail

Chadstone Shopping Center,
Melbourne

Vancouver International Airport
The Village At Park Royal, Vancouver
Gurgaon Mega Mall, Delhi

The City 7, Korea
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Lifestyle Retail

Thomas Consultants Projects

Southlands
Denver, Colorado

Village At Park Royal
Vancouver, Canada

Dubai Festival City
Dubai, UAE
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Zlote Tarasy

One Indiabulls Center

Warsaw, Poland

Mumbai, India

Mixed‐Use Retail

Thomas Consultants Projects

Dream Hub
Seoul, Korea
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Cruiseport
Istanbul, Turkey

Mixed‐Use Retail

Thomas Consultants Projects

Walkerhill
Seoul, Korea

Lamar Towers
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
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Thomas Consultants Project Experience
North America

Headquarters
Vancouver, Canada

Canada
United States
Mexico
Bahamas
Jamaica
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Southlands – Denver, Colorado
Project Components:

Retail, Office, Residential, Entertainment &

Public Space.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants has been actively involved with Alberta
Development partners since 2002 on the development, design and
implementation of this large scale mixed‐use project.



Specifically, Thomas Consultants provided guidance to the
architectural and design teams to ensure the optimal and efficient
programming of all the mixed‐use components (Office, Retail and
Residential).



The project represents the next generation of retail centers and is
amongst the first of its kind.



At 1.7 million sf, Southlands is the largest center in Colorado and the
second largest center to open in the US this last decade.



Southlands opened in 0ctober 2006.

Thomas Consultants Inc.
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The Gateway – Salt Lake City, Utah
Project Components:

Retail, Entertainment, Office, Residential &

Public Plazas.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants assisted the development team with the
preparation of a market assessment and retail/entertainment
strategy to match proposed developments with the local market
opportunities.



An integral component of the master plan was to create a place of
celebration for the 2002 Winter Olympic Games while creating an
ongoing legacy.



Opened in 2001, the project rounded out the appeal of this precinct
of Salt Lake City and introduced a range of residential,
accommodation and commercial uses to provide more places to “live
,work, shop” in Downtown Salt Lake City.



The total retail portion of this project is 675,000 square feet.
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Union – Longmont, Colorado
Project Components:

Retail, Office, Residential, Entertainment &

Public Space.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants were initially retained to conduct a retail
opportunity study, which was then later followed by a financial
analysis.



Thomas Consultants also completed the branding and identity for
the overall project as well as the sub retail districts.



Lastly, a complete marketing document was prepared to assist the
developer in securing a joint venture partner.



Set on a 44 acre site 35 minutes from Downtown Denver, Union is a
mixed use community comprised of 208,000 sf of retail space,
24,000sf of office space and 350 residential units.



At the heart of this community is a commercial town center with an
open air main street component featuring a variety of retail shops,
café’s and restaurants.

Thomas Consultants Inc.
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The Village At Park Royal – Vancouver, Canada
Project Components:

Retail & Public Space.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:








Thomas Consultants Inc. were retained by the Larco Group of
Companies to assist in the strategic planning and layout design of
one of Canada’s first ‘lifestyle’ centers.
Park Royal is a 238,000 sf lifestyle center addition to a regional
shopping center and caters to one of the wealthiest communities in
the Vancouver metropolitan region.
The Village at Park Royal received the top retail development award
from the Urban Development Institute in 2005 as well as a design
award from the International Council of Shopping Centers 2006
International Design & Development Awards.
Working with F&A Architects, Thomas Consultants provided
direction on retail sales forecasting, retail configuration, tenant and
merchandise planning.
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Whistler Village – Whistler, Canada
Project Components:

Residential, Retail, Hotel, Office, Public

Spaces & Civic Uses.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants has been involved in Whistler since 1979,
commencing with Whistler Town Centre where it was responsible for the
retail component.



As one of the lead development consultants, the firm’s role was to
conceptualize the function and uses of the town centre to ensure a multi‐
faceted development for this four season destination resort.



Thomas Consultants’ role also was to solicit commercial interest.
Development of the town centre incorporated hotels, condominiums,
specialty retail, a supermarket, cottage industries, offices, a theatre,
restaurants/bars and other recreational/entertainment facilities.



An integral part of the Thomas Consultants’ involvement was to attract a
major hotel to anchor the overall development, which was successful with
the Delta Hotel commitment of 260 rooms.



As part of its development review activities, Thomas Consultants also
assisted in the planning of year round recreational facilities including the
Arnold Palmer Golf Course.



Because of its year round business, the Whistler Town Center is now
regarded as one of the top resorts in the world.



Thomas Consultants were involved in all the subsequent expansion
phases. In 2006, it completed an updated 2020 Vision Statement for the
Town Centre.
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Uptown – Victoria, Canada
Project Components:

Retail, Office, Residential, Entertainment &

Public Space.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Town and Country is an older community centre which required a
major retrofit into one of Canada’s first new generation lifestyle
centres.



Thomas Consultants was involved in the conceptual analysis with the
architects of what the centre could become.



Thomas Consultants was also involved in assessing the retail
opportunity for the site and subsequently in the creation of initial
promotional materials used to attract numerous “first to market”
retailers to the center.



As part of the initial retail study, Thomas Consultants assessed the
trade area demographic and spending profile and prepared an order
of magnitude for the proposed retail development.



The New Town & Country will become a 600,000sf regional center
that is being transformed into a vibrant mixed‐use community
featuring a mix of big box and specialty lifestyle retailers in an open
air format.



The center is currently under construction with the first phase slated
for opening in May 2010 and the final phase to be open in the fall of
2011.
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City of Coquitlam – British Columbia
Austin Heights & Maillardville Retail Planning
Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants prepared a strategic review of benchmark retail
Main Streets in the Lower Mainland region. This document was
subsequently used to carry out a region wide benchmark assessment
of successful retail streets.



A high level citywide strategic review of Coquitlam’s existing retail
landscape and a local situation analysis was prepared for Austin
Heights and the Maillardville Lougheed Corridor



A strategy report was then prepared for both areas to determine the
future retail demand potential, opportunities for re‐development,
optimal retail mix and area positioning of each neighborhood.



Thomas Consultants also prepared a catalogue of marketing and
branding ideas, design principles and physical improvements that
would enhance the retail draw for each area.
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City of Coquitlam – British Columbia
Rapid Transit Retail Impact Study
Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants assisted the City of Coquitlam in preparing an
analysis of the optimal routing for a proposed rapid transit line.



Opening in 2014, the Evergreen SkyTrain line will run along
Coquitlam’s main street. This main street is planned to be a
pedestrian‐friendly mixed use environment with at‐grade retail uses.



Various routing alignments were analyzed to identify the option
which minimizes impacts such as shadowing, view obstructions and
reduced buildable floorspace.



The results of this study will be used to advise TransLink and the BC
Provincial government.

Thomas Consultants Inc.
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Granville Island – Vancouver, Canada
Project Components:

Retail, Entertainment, Public Spaces, Food &
Maritime Market, Local Artisan Workshops, Office & Art College.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants have been involved in this famous local and
tourist destination on an ongoing basis since 1985.



Thomas Consultants was initially involved in preparing the
reconnaissance and operator census, the consolidation of building
leasing layout plans, as well as the creation of the initial conceptual
mix strategy.



Located on a man made Island, formerly an industrial site, Granville
Island is in close proximity to downtown Vancouver.



The plan transformed Granville Island into an eclectic people place
with a mixture of theatres, restaurants, shops, educational facilities,
studios and office space. The area retained remnants of rustic
industrial roots, however, making it an inviting place for the public.



Total size of Granville Island is 37.6 acres.



The project has ensured that public access be provided to the
water’s edge and promote a pedestrian environment throughout the
Island.
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Vancouver International Airport (YVR)
Airport Retail Planning, External Lands Review
Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants took the lead role in assisting Vancouver
International Airport (YVR) with the assessment and strategic
introduction of new and optimal retail functions into the airport.



Key issues involved determining the types of retail that should be
situated in pre and post security areas, identifying the optimal
retail/food beverage/entertainment mix, including how duty free
sales could be optimized.



New concepts introduced to YVR included E‐Retail (E‐Commerce),
Brand name national retail (including the duty free concession), grab
& go Food, and conventional leasing approaches.



The success of YVR’s retail program has been recently symbolized by
the awards of “Best Retail” by the Airport Council International and
International Air Transport Association (IATA).



Thomas Consultants also assisted YVR with the preparation of a
Commercial Development Strategy for lands situated around the
Terminals and within their jurisdiction.
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Stampede Trail – Calgary, Canada
Project Components:

Retail, Entertainment & Public Space.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


TCI were involved in the initial market feasibility for the Calgary
Stampede Authority which led to a specific development strategy for
a retail complex of approximately 200,000 sf.



Based on this assessment, an R.F.Q process was created from which
a short‐list was prepared. Such candidates were with requested to
respond to an R.F.P. Accordingly, Alberta Development Partners
(ADP), Denver, CO was selected.



TCI has been working with both ADP and the Calgary Stampede to
finalize the layout and ultimate timing of the project. It is scheduled
to open in the summer of 2011.
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Windermere – Edmonton, Canada
Project Components: Mixed‐Use Project Featuring Retail Lifestyle
Street with Restaurants, Entertainment & Market Shops.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants prepared the Completed a full retail market
study and positioning for this 1.2 million sf 50 acre mixed‐use hybrid
development.



Thomas Consultants was also retained to create a detailed unit‐by‐
unit merchandise layout plan.



The Windermere project will blend together a 750,000 sq. ft. large
format retail perimeter with a 450,000 sq. ft. Urban Village featuring
300 residential units, office space and a boutique hotel.



The Urban Village will be anchored by a central town square and
urban “main street” shopping district with lifestyle retailers,
entertainment and dining venues.
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Calgary (East Village) – Canada
Branding, Market Study, Master Plan Visioning
Thomas Consultants’ Role:







Thomas Consultants has been involved in multiple aspects of Calgary
Municipal Land Corporation’s ongoing redevelopment of Calgary’s
East Village.
TCI participated in a branding workshop aimed at defining the
intended repositioning and public image for East Village.
A comprehensive retail market feasibility and positioning study was
then completed for East Village in order to determine retail potential
for the area over a short to long term development horizon.
In addition, Thomas Consultants partnered with Riddell Kurczaba
(Calgary) and Llewelyn Davies Yeang (UK) to create a proposed
Vision for Calgary’s East Village which emphasized social
connectivity, activity nodes and environmental sustainability.
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Ramsey Crossing – Calgary, Canada
Project Components:

Mixed‐use Retail

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants Inc. was retained by Torode Commercial Ltd. To
prepare a Retail Opportunity Study for Ramsay Crossing in Central
Calgary.



The assessment defined the potential scope of shopping and food &
beverage functions that were justified given the area’s planned
growth and level of competition.



The 21 acre site is envisioned as a comprehensive, mixed‐use
environment that embraces the history and character of the
surrounding community.



The Ramsay Exchange Outline Plan and Land Use Amendment
application is now under review by The City of Calgary. Both of which
are with the consistent 1994 Ramsay ARP.



Project elements are slated to include 1,575 residential units, a
public square, loft office building, cinema and restaurants, and a
retail street with park linkage.



Local visual arts company Headplay & Conversion Works plan to
lease 34,000 sf. of Office Space in 2009.



Positioned to cater to the creative community and could feature
production studios and offices catering to the film industry.
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Bingham Crossing – Calgary, Canada
Project Components: Master‐planned community featuring mixed‐
use development with commercial, recreational uses, plus possible
residential, including seniors.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:







Retained on behalf of Rencor Developments to undertake a retail
feasibility study of this 320 acre site with over one mile of frontage
along the Trans Canada Highway.
Bingham Crossing is comprised of 3 major components that, when
integrated together, will form a master‐planned and comprehensive
community.
These
components
are
residential/lifestyle
development, retail uses and open spaces. The development will be
phased according to the market conditions, infrastructure capacities
and timing of approvals from the MD of Rocky View, and it
anticipated to be built out in 15‐20 years.
The residential component of the project will be a joint venture with
united communities.
The site is located at a major interchange less than 5 minutes from
Calgary’s western border. This site is presently in the process of
rezoning.
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Three Sisters Mountain Village – Canmore, Canada
Project Components: Resort Retail Village

Thomas Consultants’ Role:




Prepared a master plan strategy and retail development plan for this
2,500 acre property, which will include a 300,000 sq. ft. retail resort
center village and three PGA golf courses.
Additionally, Thomas Consultants prepared the retail village
merchandising plan though a conceptual process. This document
addressed issues including pedestrian and vehicle circulation, way
finding, retail clustering and retail allocation & mix.
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Horseshoe Lands – Canmore, Canada
Project Components: The Horseshoe Lands community, once built,
is expected to house over 5,000 residents and offer a mix of land uses
ranging from light‐industrial, highway and village core commercial,
hotel/conference centre, and a mix of primary and resort residential.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:










The Horseshoe Lands is an environmentally progressive, large scale
mixed use community being planned for the former Seebe Townsite,
located roughly 45 minutes west of Calgary and 15 minutes east of
Canmore in the foothills of Alberta’s Rocky Mountains.
Thomas consultants was engaged to assist the development team, a
partnership between the Stoney Nakoda First Nation and a Calgary‐
based private sector developer, in moving the project through key
planning approval stages.
This work involved detailed financial analysis (mixed use
development pro‐formas) as well as a review of the project’s likely
fiscal impacts on the host municipality and various mitigation
strategies.
The fiscal implications of such a large‐scale development on a rural
municipality of less than 1,500 residents has been a key issue and
this fiscal assessment work has been instrumental in moving the
project forward.
The project’s Area Structure Plan passed third reading with
unanimous approval on September 28, 2007.
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Downtown Fremont – San Francisco, USA
Project Components:

Downtown District Consisting of Retail,
Office, Residential, Entertainment & Public Spaces.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


In order to provide a “pedestrian oriented town centre, Thomas
Consultants assisted the City of Fremont, (San Francisco Bay Area),
with the preparation of a Downtown Retail Strategy.



This project has involved the assessment of the South and East Bay
Area retail market, and proposing the optimal retail mix and format
that will create a vibrant new Downtown area in Fremont.



Thomas Consultants is also assisting the City in assessing potential
joint venture development partner interests.
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City of Petaluma – California, USA
Retail Strategy Plan
Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants were retained to assist the City of Petaluma in
measuring the scope of opportunity for introducing retail functions
that will redirect and re‐capture healthy retail sales in Petaluma.



Using a Consumer Survey, Thomas Consultants quantified the
magnitude of current retail voids and the resulting spending leakage.



Once retail shortages were identified, Thomas Consultants analysed
the local Petaluma market to create an action strategy plan to
improve the strength of the local retail sector.



Key target areas were specified by geographic area and
recommended positioning to help create an inclusive and
complimentary range of retail uses in Petaluma .



In addition, the amount of additional supportable floorspace by
retail category and format was identified to help Petaluma plan for
future development.
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The Bravern – Bellevue, USA
Project Components:

Office, Residential, Retail, Convention
Center, Theatre and Public Spaces.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Located in Seattle’s downtown this $684 million dollar luxury mixed‐
use development is scheduled for completion by 2010:







745,000 square feet of class A office space
786,000 square feet of residential space (455 units)
300,000 square feet of retail space
Retail will include:
o An outdoor‐oriented urban village with 35 upscale retail
shops, four destination restaurants,
o Nieman Marcus department store,
o A premium athletic club.
Thomas Consultants have been involved on a continuous basis of all
aspects of the program and retail masterplan strategy.
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Beaver Creek Retail Village – Vail, USA
Project Components:

Retail Village, Hotel, Residential, Office,
Entertainment & Public Spaces.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants have been involved in this flagship resort in an
ongoing capacity commencing in 1993.



Thomas Consultants examined key elements required to maximize
revenues flowing from under‐performing components of the retail
village and to what extent the village should be expanded based on
market demand and retailers' interest.



Specific retail and entertainment facilities were examined to
determine the optimum mix of uses for various sites within the
region.



On‐going work included finalizing the resort master plan and working
with the architects and planners to ensure the foot prints for new
buildings maximized revenue while responding to market
requirements.



Within two years of the programs completion, retail sales were more
than doubled along with commensurate price increases for
residential apartments.
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Vail Lionshead – Vail, USA
Project Components:

Retail, Hotel, Residential & Entertainment.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Vail is undergoing a multi billion dollar renewal that is transforming
the existing village and incorporating the newest addition LionsHead
into a first‐class destination mountain resort.



Thomas Consultants prepared a market assessment of the retail
needs, voids and opportunities, in order to reposition and redevelop
LionsHead Village at Vail.



A key purpose of the Retail Strategy was to establish a leasing plan
to guide not only the revitalization of portions of Vail Village
controlled by Vail Resorts, but also to set a framework for the
improvement of the merchandise mix for all of LionsHead Village.



Another key objective was to introduce missing retail merchandise
types that are note currently available at Vail, but are found in other
competing resorts.



The catalyst for the Lionshead revitalization was the project called
Arrabelle. Because of the excitement of the town center plan, its
residential component delivered sales 80% over pro‐forma.
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Montelago Village – Las Vegas, USA
Project Components:

Retail, Entertainment, Hotel & Residential.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Opened in 2003, Montelago Village is the centerpiece of the large
master planned Lake Las Vegas Resort.



This Mediterranean influenced pedestrian village encompasses
60,000sf of boutique shops and restaurants.



Montelago Village was developed by Intrawest and features two
world class golf courses, casinos, spas and numerous
accommodation options. Montelago Village occupies a strategic
“gateway” position to the booming Lake Las Vegas region with the
ongoing development of 7,000 homes, which are currently under
development within the greater resort context.



Thomas Consultants assisted Intrawest Placemaking in developing a
set of strategies to enhance the retail performance of Montelago
Village. Through a workshops session and an analysis of expenditure
/ demographic information, Thomas Consultants prepared findings
to improve the layout, design and circulation strategies.



Thomas Consultants also assessed the local retail market
opportunity and made several recommendations to improve the
village tenant mix.



In addition to the Montelago Village study, Thomas Consultants
completed a second study in late 2006 for the adjacent Lake Las
Vegas Resort, which identified additional retail opportunities to
serve the rapidly expanding resort community.
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Tamarack Resort – Idaho, USA
Project Components:

Retail, Hotel & Residential.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants was commissioned by Tamarack Resort LLC to
prepare a Retail Market Opportunity Analysis and Market Positioning
for the Resort’s Retail Village Component within its 3,600‐acre
master planned recreational community.



As part of the study Thomas Consultants prepared a detail
assessment of the potential retail demand opportunities created
from on‐site guests, single day guests, local trade area residents and
regional visitors.



Additionally, Thomas Consultants assisted the development team in
fine tuning the commercial space allocation for retail, restaurant and
entertainment operations.



Tamarack Resort is a new master planned ski resort development in
the hear of the Payette River Mountains, 90‐ miles north of Boise,
Idaho. Serving the core of this all season resort is a vibrant mixed use
village currently under construction.



The first phase is slated for opening in 2009 and will boast
approximately 51,000 sf of retail space at grade with luxury
condominium and hotel units above.
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Baha Mar – Nassau, Bahamas
Project Components:

Hotel, Casino, Retail & Entertainment.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants undertook a retail market opportunity study
that determined the optimal configuration, positioning, and size of
retail offerings at Baha Mar Resort.



Special consideration was placed to establish a truly unique to the
area retail and entertainment venue that would bring the ocean and
beach into the resort while creating a convergence zone for the
entire resort population.



Baha Mar is currently under construction and will feature world class
hotel properties including the Westin, W Hotel, St. Regis, Caesar’s,
Radisson, and Wyndham brands.



The development calls for a total of 3,550 Hotel Rooms, 307,660 sf
of Meeting Space, 138,950 sf Commercial Village, 116,508 sf Casino,
61,674 sf Entertainment Village, and 32,737 sf Spa.



Additional amenities will include a 20 acre Eco Beach & Pool
Experience, Jack Nicklaus Signature 18 Hole Golf Course, Night Clubs,
and Ultra Lounge.



The assumed opening year for Baha Mar’s Phase I is 2010.
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Rose Island – Bahamas
Project Components:

Hotel, Residential Villas, Marina & Resort

Village

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants provided retail market and demand analysis for
Harbour Village at the proposed Ritz Carlton Resort Hotel and Estate
project on Rose Island in The Bahamas.



The market and demand analysis included determining the spending
habits of typical visitors as well as creating profiles for the target
markets.



The Rose Island project is an exclusive resort geared toward high net
worth buyers and investors and includes a range of luxury residential
product, including estate homes, townhomes, and marina village
condominiums.



Based on analysis of the project TCI provided recommendations for
Harbor Village’s optimal size and a range of non‐retail amenities.



Recommendations on the tenant and merchandise mix, as well as
the layout and planning of the village were also provided.
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Peninsula Papagayo – Costa Rica
Project Components:

Hotel, Marina, Golf, Retail, Resort

Residential.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants was commissioned to create a market
positioning and strategy study for the proposed retail village in
Peninsula Papagayo.



The market study determined the optimal size and composition
of the project based on the market opportunity.



TCI also provided tenant mix recommendations based on the
competitive supply and the spending profiles of the target
markets.



Retail design recommendations were also made, as well as a
suggested layout for the retail village.



The Peninsula Papagayo is roughly 2,300 acres in size, and
already includes a Four Season’s resort hotel and an Arnold
Palmer golf course.
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Port Royal Cruise Ship Terminal – Kingston, Jamaica
Project

Components:

Cruise

Ship

Terminal,

Retail,

Restaurants, Public Spaces

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


With the dramatic growth in the cruise ship business, new
destinations are always sought after.



Thomas Consultants prepared a retail program for this themed
experiential tourist retail village in conjunction with the
Kingston Cruise Ship Terminal.



Because of its rich history, with its pirate infamy and its
reputation for producing high quality rum, a village was planed
as an integral component to the tourist entry point. A
deliberate theme was created to evolve the image of its port
while at the same time celebrating the character of Jamaica
today.
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El Corazone – Cancun, Mexico
Project Components:

Downtown District comprised of Retail,
Restaurants, Hotels, Residential, Public Spaces

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants prepared a repositioning strategy for the El
Corazone Downtown Cancun shopping center.



The focus centered on the incorporation of “eco” and
“edutainment” uses into this regional center with a goal to
“reinvent” this regional zone as well as entrench it as the “Heart
of Cancun”.



The intent of the retrofit is to create an experiential
environment that will appeal to the local population, as well as
the major tourist and visitor markets.



This re‐development has become the catalyst in the
rejuvenation of the entire tourist “strip” into a world class
entertainment and retail zone.

Thomas Consultants Inc.
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Zlote Tarasy – Warsaw, Poland
Project Components:

Retail, Restaurants, Entertainment, Hotel &

Office.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants executed the marketing positioning and
merchandising strategy for the project and continues to advise on
tenant mix and layout aspects.



Zlote Tarasy is one of the largest mixed‐use city centre projects being
undertaken in Europe. Being developed by ING Real Estate, it
consists of 800,000 square feet of retail, restaurants and
entertainment, including a key hotel and two office tower
components. It is in the heart of Warsaw’s retail and central
business district, linked to the city’s public transportation nodes.



The central part of the complex features a large plaza that will be
used for concerts, shows, promotions and performances.
Restaurants and entertainment terraces look out on green,
landscaped area with water features.
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Star City – Birmingham, England
Project Components:

Retail & Entertainment.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants undertook a complete Market Feasibility for
one of England’s finest Urban Entertainment Centres.



Thomas Consultants was retained to prepare a potential tenant
program of this urban entertainment centre for developers Richards
and Carillon (Tarmac).



As a result of rapidly changing and improving city fortunes, an
opportunity was identified to satisfy an increasing void in terms of
leisure, entertainment, and food and beverage retail.



The project opened in July 2000 and consists of, restaurants, retail &
leisure tenants, family entertainment, fitness, and bowling.



It is anchored by Europe’s largest cinema a 12,500 square meter 30
screen Warner Village MegaPlex with total seating for 6,200.
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Thomas Consultants Project Experience
Australasia

Headquarters
Vancouver, Canada

Australia
New Zealand
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Sanctuary Cove – Gold Coast, Australia
Project Components:

Hotel, Retail & Residential

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants was retained to assist in the master planning
and implementation of Australia's finest integrated resort
community.



The project was conceived, planned, and implemented in a record
four year period.



Thomas Consultants, in addition, carried out all the feasibility studies
for the various components including a marine retail village,
residential, country and recreation clubs as well as other
recreational facilities.



Thomas Consultants’ work was instrumental in the major anchor, the
500‐room Hyatt Regency Hotel, being attracted to the development.



As part of the marine retail village, the firm was also involved on an
on‐going basis to ensure the 110,000 square feet retail village was
managed and promoted properly.



Sanctuary Cove won an award as the Best Resort Project in the
World upon its completion.
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Docklands – Melbourne, Australia
Project Components:

Waterfront Development, Office,
Recreation, Retail, Hotel, Entertainment, Public Spaces & Marina.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Docklands is one of the largest redevelopment projects in the world.
With a twenty year development timeframe and covering 500 acres,
the $12 billion project when completed will consist of:






10,000 apartments/condominiums
3,000,000 square feet of office space
2,000,000 square feet of retail space

Thomas Consultants have been involved on a continuous basis of all
aspects of the program including:







Participation in formulation of final master plan
Review of tender documents for request for proposal
Preparation of retail market strategy
Participation in financial review panels for project viability
Participation in integration panels to ensure project unfolds
as planned
Review of private sector proposals for selected parcels
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Robina Town Center – Gold Coast, Australia
Project Components:

Retail & Entertainment.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants completed the initial Retail and Project
Feasibility Study for this 920,000 square foot town centre.



As part of its mandate, Thomas Consultants prepared an analogue
which included the actual experiences and success criteria of
comparable North American town centers. These were then
incorporated into the ongoing development and marketing for
Robina Town Centre.



In conjunction with other members of the planning team, Thomas
Consultants was involved in creating the layout, planning, tenant
mix, merchandising plans, and circulation dynamics for the site.



Thomas Consultants also prepared specific
presentation to the anchor tenants.



Thomas Consultants was then retained through the entire
development period and provided ongoing assistance on the overall
development to project completion.

Thomas Consultants Inc.
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Chadstone Shopping Center – Melbourne, Australia
Project Components:

Retail & Entertainment.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants has provided ongoing input and assistance in
the various expansion phases of this premier regional shopping
centre over the past 10 years.



Most recently, Thomas Consultants aided in the development of
Chadstone’s latest luxury precinct strategy.



Built more than 40 years ago, Chadstone Shopping Centre, one of
Australia’s first regional shopping center, has remained in the
forefront through a series of well‐planned expansions and tenant
mix execution.



It has long positioned itself as “The Fashion Capital,” and has long
been renowned for its international tenants and leading national
tenants.



As Australia’s best performing centre, it is considered one of the
trophy malls in the world.



The centre is now over 1.3 million square feet.
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Brisbane – Australia
Retailing Business Development Strategy
Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants worked with our affiliate company, Foresight
Partners, to produce recommendations to help strengthen
Brisbane’s downtown retail core.



Key focus areas included:



o

Recommending the profile of retail and associated business
types or retail mix for the CBD that should be aimed for;

o

Identifying and describing the infrastructure and service
conditions required to support and sustain the recommended
retail mix; and

o

Outlining a strategy and action plan to achieve and promote
this recommended mix to maintain its commercial viability
and success.

To identify business improvement plan best practices, successful
programs already in place in Calgary, Minneapolis and Denver were
profiled and analyzed.
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The Brando Resort – Tetiaroa, Tahiti
Project Components:

Hotel, Residential, Meeting Facilities,

Marina & Resort Village

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants provided retail market and demand analysis for
the proposed project, including a review of visitor and resident
spending habits.
o The retail demand analysis provided the basis for
recommendations for the total retail area warranted in the
project.
o The analysis included a competitive analysis and forecasts of
market size and the market capture for the project.
o The market for the resort retail was divided in to segments,
each defined by their spending habits.



Thomas Consultants also provided site planning recommendations
to ensure that the retail area was configured in a way to maximize
vitality as well as the residual value of the residential real estate.
o Planning recommendations included considerations of layout,
pedestrian flow, alignment with the marina, and the design
scheme.
o Merchandise and tenant mix and layout recommendations
were also provided.
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Thomas Consultants Project Experience
Asia
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South Korea
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Dream Hub – Seoul, South Korea
Project Components:

Waterfront Development, Office, Retail,
Hotel, Residential, Entertainment, Civic, Components, Public Spaces.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Dream Hub is a $US 28 billion mega project designed to create a new
central business district in the heart of Seoul, South Korea



Dream Hub is to be built on 6 million sf of former rail yard site along the
shores of the Han River. The development will also function as a new
and multi‐modal transportation hub.



Project land‐uses are to include:



 13 million sf of office space
 3 million sf of residential space
 1.8 million sf of hotel space
 5 million sf of retail space
Thomas Consultants has prepared a retail development strategy for the
overall project and is currently involved various aspects of the project’s
retail components.
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Centum City – Busan, South Korea
Project Components: Retail & Entertainment.
Thomas Consultants’ Role:


The city of Busan is Korea’s second largest city and a major vacation
destination for locals and international visitors.



Thomas Consultants participated in a design competition by
preparing a retail development strategy & tenant mix plan for
Shinsegae’s large scale mixed use project in Busan, South Korea.



The purpose of the study was to introduce a new pedestrian friendly
environment that was unique to the entire region.



The challenge of this mixed‐use project was to integrate an adjacent
convention center facility and parking amenity to create an effective
circulation pattern between these uses.
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Alpensia Resort – Pyeongchang, South Korea
Project Components:

Alpine Resort Retail and Entertainment.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


The Gangwondo Development Corporation (GDC) retained Thomas
Consultants to assess and define the retail, leisure and
entertainment opportunity for a new all‐season resort development
(bid site for 2014 Winter Olympics).



A detailed tenant/merchandise mix plan was also prepared to
maximize pedestrian circulation through the entire Village and
encourage shopping.



Thomas Consultants also recommended brand identity options to
assist in marketing the resort.



The “Retail Village” at Alpensia will be the first of its kind in Korea,
and is anticipated to be a major destination a variety of visitor
segments.



Work completed in 2005.
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Cheongna – Incheon, South Korea
Project Components: Retail, Entertainment, Institutional, Office &
Residential.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants was part of a special projects team that
submitted an overall development strategy to the Incheon City
government for the rights to develop the subject property.



The 1,800 hectare property is part of the Incheon Free Economic
Zone and is envisioned to become an “International finance and
tourism mixed‐use city”.



Thomas Consultants prepared a retail market opportunity analysis
and assisted the team architect in the overall retail layout plan of the
site.



Work completed June 2006.
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Suwon Gateway Promenade – Suwon, South Korea
Project Components: Retail, Entertainment, Hotel, Convention
Facilities, Offices & Institutional Uses.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants prepared a retail market feasibility study and
merchandise/tenant mix plan strategy for this mixed‐use project.



Suwon Gateway Promenade was envisioned to become the ‘Town
Center’ for the region that serves the growing City of Suwon,
Pundang, Osan, and Ahnyang urban areas.



Work completed Year 2000.
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Solana At Chaoyang Park – Beijing, China
Project Components: Retail & Entertainment.
Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants prepared the retail market assessment,
merchandise strategy, layout and mix for the 103,000 m2 retail and
entertainment centre, which is Beijing’s first “Lifestyle Center”.



Project involves a “hybrid” mix of an unenclosed Lifestyle
International Shopping Street with a “Waterfront Entertainment
District” and enclosed “Market Hall of Smaller Shops”.



Solana is situated within Beijing’s famed Chaoyang CBD District,
along the edge of Chaoyang Park and its waterfront lake.



Solana will become a “staging area” for introducing flagship
international retail, restaurant and entertainment concepts into
China.
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Hennessy Centre – Hong Kong, China
Project Components: Retail District Allocation and Vertical &
Horizontal Retail, Restaurant & Entertainment Podium.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants prepared an overall Retail District Strategy to
establish the complimentary positioning of various retail/commercial
properties throughout the busy Causeway Bay District on Hong Kong
Island, including one of Hennessy Centre’s major anchor projects.



Thomas Consultants also assessed and defined the optimal retail
redevelopment program for the renovation of the Hennessy Centre
Building, which will function as the gateway to the Lee Garden
Causeway Bay District. This strategy involved working with project
architects to determine the retail layout and configuration strategy
on a “unit‐by‐unit basis”, as well as to demonstrate the potential
increase of retail sales and rent revenues flowing from the improved
project.
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Water Town Resort Community – Lijiang, China
Project Components:

Golf Course, Hotel, Residential,
Conference Center, Entertainment Complex, Retail Resort Village

Spa,

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants prepared an assessment for this 500‐acre golf
club and resort residential community located near the World
Heritage Lijiang Ancient City site.



Thomas Consultants assessed the market potential and defined an
optimal program and configuration for the retail resort village and
entertainment complex.



The Lijiang Ancient City International Golf Club includes 2 hotels,
1,500 residential units, a spa, and conference centre which drive
demand for the retail and entertainment uses.
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Discovery Bay North – Hong Kong, China
Project Components: Retail & Entertainment.
Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants prepared the commercial market feasibility
study (2003) for this 43,000 m2 commercial site., which examined
retail and office functions



The adjacent land parcel of 7,600 m2 adjacent to the subject site will



The project is envisioned to provide residents of North Discovery Bay
the retail and commercial amenities, and to alleviate the
dependence of a competing project.



With a growing communities in north Discovery Bay and potential to
capture the nearby region, this mixed use development aims to
serve as the ‘town center’ of the area.
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TEDA International Retail Pavilion – Tianjin, China
Project Components: Retail & Entertainment.
Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Retained by the Tianjin Economic Development Area in 2003,
Thomas Consultants provided a sound foundation for planning a new
retail and leisure pavilion in the city’s New Coastal Area District. The
project proposes other commercial functions, but retail is intended
to be the centerpiece of the overall development plan.



The objective was to create a ‘road map’ for TEDA so that the project
could capitalize on the opportunity to become a regular destination
for local residents, workers, regional residents and tourists.



The retail and leisure ‘attraction’ included various merchandise
districts, catering to specific interests and tastes.
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Causeway Bay District – Tianjin, China
Project Components: Retail & Entertainment.
Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants was engaged by the Hysan Development Co. in
2003 to assist in the optimal positioning and definition of
appropriate retail functions for the Individual Hysan Property Zones
(IHPZs) that comprise the Causeway Bay District.



TCI proposed that the Hysan CWB District must be considered as one
big shopping destination, which as a point of difference is laid out
“horizontally” rather than vertically (as are all other retail centers in
Hong Kong). The Hysan CWB District was recommended to become
known as a “street‐oriented” shopping district, with anchors in its
different quadrants by different retail themes, merchandise offerings
and price points, in order to attract all market segments (from locals
to expatriates to tourists).



In conjunction with the vertical mix of office, residential and
potential hotel uses above a vibrant retail street on the ground and
associated levels, the Hysan CWB District is envisioned as a focal
point of shopping, dining, gathering and entertainment for Hong
Kong Island.
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Red Dragon Project – Qingdao, China
Project Components: Shopping Mall, Entertainment, Hotel, Serviced Apartment and Office
Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Retained by Pan Am Realty (2006) to assist John Portman & Associates (JPA architects) on the retail
design and configuration of the proposed shopping center of the mixed use project in the City of
Qingdao.



This mixed‐use project, featuring a total program area of nearly 700,000 m2 (including serviced
apartment, shopping mall, entertainment, office and hotel), was envisioned to create a new experience
for the regional population.



Thomas Consultants participated in design workshops with the Client Group and Project Architect and
prepared a MD Plan strategy report.
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Hakata Canal City – Fukuoka, Japan
Project Components: Hotel, Retail, Office & Entertainment.
Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants prepared a retail positioning strategy, tenant
mix and merchandising plan for this major mixed use project which
incorporates two hotels (including a Grand Hyatt), a major office
component, retail and entertainment functions.



The retail component, totaling 700,000 square feet, includes
department stores, specialty stores, cinemas, a variety of food
services and a major entertainment component.



Thomas Consultants were also retained to attract American retailers
to this flagship project. 13 such tenants ultimately committed.



The project opened in 1996 and has become an icon in the city.
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Gurgaon Mega Mall – New Delhi, India
Project Components: Retail, Restaurants, Entertainment,
Amusements, Food Courts, Hypermarkets & Entertainment Lake.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Client for this project is Delhi based DLF Development.



Thomas Consultants Performed detailed retail market research on all
potential development components and devised a project
positioning and development strategy.



Thomas Consultants also worked closely with the Architectural
Design Team to define the building footprints and vertical
merchandise programming for the theme and character districts.



Working closely with the DLF Marketing Team, Thomas Consultants
helped to define the incremental short term and long term leasing
strategies for the various layers of the project.



This exciting project was developed in the Gurgaon High Tech belt of
New Delhi, close to the International Airport.



Gurgaon Mega Mall features an Indoor Amusement Park in similar
fashion to the West Edmonton Mall and the Mall of America.
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One Indiabulls Centre – Mumbai, India
Project Components: Luxury Retail, Restaurants, Entertainment,
AAA Office.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Client for this project is Indiabulls Real Estate Limited.



This project epitomizes the transformation to a cosmopolitan city
that Mumbai is currently experiencing. Strategically located in a
burgeoning area of the city between the International Airport,
Bandra Kurla Complex (new CBD) and traditional Downtown
Mumbai.



Thomas Consultants performed detailed retail market research on
potential retail development components and devised a project
positioning and development strategy.



Market research examined the depth and future growth of the
luxury retail market in Mumbai. In addition, an assessment of the
future growth of trade area and the implications to the project were
crucial to the project.



Thomas Consultants worked closely with the Architectural Design
Team, Hafeez Contractor, to define the building footprints and the
vertical merchandise programming of the theme and character
districts.
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Shimla Amaya Resort – Shimla, India
Project Components: Retail, Hotel & Residential
Thomas Consultants’ Role:


The Alchemist Corporation retained Thomas Consultants to assess
and define the retail, leisure and entertainment opportunity for a
Alpine Resort Development, situated in the foothills of the
Himalayas.



Thomas Consultants performed detailed market evaluation of the
hotel, residential, retail, spa and entertainment potential for a scenic
and physically challenging development site.



Comprehensive market research and analysis was completed which
helped establish development potential, project positioning and
development strategy.



Thomas Consultants identified the highest and best use and
developed a development concept which included primary and
resort residential, medical spa facilities, 4 and 5 Star hotels, and a
properly scaled and heavily food and beverage driven street retail
and entertainment district.
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Noida Entertainment Complex – New Delhi, India
Project Components:

Retail, Restaurants, Entertainment, Food
Courts, Hypermarkets, Open Spaces & Roof Gardens.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Client for this project is Delhi based DLF Development.



Thomas Consultants performed detailed retail market research on all
potential development components and devised a project
positioning and development strategy.



Working closely with the Architectural Design Team, Thomas
Consultants helped to define the building footprints for each vertical
and horizontal layer, as well as to determine the vertical circulations
and flow through the project. Additionally, the vertical merchandise
programming of theme and character districts were defined.



Thomas Consultants also worked with the DLF Marketing Team to
define the incremental short term and long term leasing strategies
for the various layers of the project.
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Downtown Beirut – Beirut, Lebanon
Project Components:

Retail, Restaurants, Entertainment
Fractional Boutique Accommodation, Spa & Public Spaces.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Prepared a retail market assessment to identify unique development
opportunities for the burgeoning Downtown Beirut District for the
Solidere Company.



Project involved defining a “Vertical Urban Village” strategy for
infilling this vital component of the Downtown area.



Project also embraces Beirut’s special evening entertainment
character in a vertically integrated yet street‐oriented energetic
place.



A key element of the project will be to serve local residents’ needs
while also stimulating tourists’ desires.
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Dubai Festival City – Dubai, UAE
Project Components:

Retail, Residential, Office, Hotel,
Entertainment & Public Spaces.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


As part of the multi‐disciplinary team of international consultants,
Thomas Consultants was retained to provide the strategic market
positioning and merchandising/design input for the key retail
component, which would include the phased development of 1.5
million square feet of flagship retailing and leisure functions in the
United Arab Emirates.



Dubai Festival City is a master‐planned mixed‐use development that
consists of a complete set of urban destinations, featuring a total of
8 million square feet of retail, residential, office, hotel,
entertainment, restaurant and cultural components, set in
distinctive and interwoven precincts.



Dubai Festival City is anticipated to become one of the most iconic
developments in the Middle East.
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Mall of The Emirates – Dubai, UAE
Project Components:

Mixed Use Development, Retail,
Entertainment, Leisure & Recreation.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants advised the architectural design and
development team to provide detailed design direction covering all
aspects of the project’s retail development program.



Opened in late 2005, Mall of the Emirates is one of the largest
shopping malls in the world with the first indoor ski resort in the
middle east.



In addition to an indoor ski slope, the 2.4 million sf shopping and
leisure center houses a family entertainment center, 14 screen
cinema and Carefour Hypermarket.



Mall of the Emirates has won numerous shopping centers awards
and is one of the best performing new retail centers in the world
with sales in its second year of opening achieving over US $1.5billion.
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Deira City Center – Dubai, UAE
Project Components:

Retail, Leisure & Entertainment.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Provided a market feasibility and positioning study for the Deira City
Center’s expansion program that expanded to shopping area to 1.3
million sf.



Thomas Consultants also worked with architects to devise a retail
tenant mix, layout and configuration for the expanded retail
component.



Deira City Center opened in 1995 and is one of the most established
and recognized retail shopping centers in the U.A.E.



On a typical day, Deira City Center attracts up to 70,000 shoppers
and currently has a retailer waiting list of over two years.
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Universal City Dubailand – Dubai, UAE
Project Components:

Retail, Leisure, Entertainment, Theme Park

& Hotel.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants prepared a market feasibility study to assess
the potential for retail, food & beverage and entertainment uses at
Universal’s First Theme Park in the Middle East.



Thomas Consultants also participated in an envisioning and design
workshops to generate ideas for the retail program and determine
optimal circulation patterns.



Universal City Dubailand is set to become the first major Theme Park
to open in Dubai and will include a dedicated retail, dining and
entertainment center that caters to theme park visitors and the
growing residential population of Dubailand. The project is set to
open in 2011.
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Tijara Town – Dubai, UAE
Project Components:

Retail, Residential, Office & Hotel.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants prepared a retail market assessment to identify
the scope and scale of retail offering for this 188 hectare site in the
heart of Dubai’s landmark Dubailand development.



Additionally, Thomas Consultants worked closely with Dubai
Properties to create a retail district and allocation plan.



Tijara Town is one of the most innovative new developments in
Dubai and will be the first project in the region to offer integrated
office, showroom, warehouse and residential apartments. This
unique development approach aims to streamline business
operations by centralizing management and minimizing travel and
transportation expenses.



With built area estimates totaling over 10 million sf of floor space,
Tijara Town plans to become a major residential, business, retail and
hospitality draw in Dubailand.
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Mudon Cities of Arabia – Dubai, UAE
Project Components:

Retail, Entertainment, Residential & Hotel.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants prepared a retail market assessment to identify
the scope and scale of retail offering for this large‐scale mixed‐use
project in Dubai.



Thomas Consultants also worked closely with Dubai Properties to
create retail district and merchandising plans for each of the projects
downtown nodes.



Mudon is an iconic $11 Billion USD mixed‐use entertainment and
leisure development built on the architectural principles of five
prominent middle eastern cities.



The projects mixed‐use downtown areas will incorporate the unique
architecture, design and layout of Baghdad, Beirut, Damascus, Cairo,
and Marrakech.
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Burj Al Oula – Al Khobar, Saudi Arabia
Project Components:

Mixed Use Development ‐ Retail,

Restaurants, Hotel & Office.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Thomas Consultants provided strategic advice to Al Oula
International on viable shopping center formats, retail trend
analysis, tenant mix and market positioning for its 14,000 m2
specialty shopping center.



To ensure an optimal retail layout design and circulation pattern,
Thomas Consultants collaborated with the project’s design team
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SOM) and RNL/Charles Group
International to provide design direction regarding all aspects of the
project’s retail development program.



The Burj Al Oula Project will represent one of Saudi Arabia’s most
modern specialty shopping destinations featuring luxury and
premium brand fashions, ‘Festival Waterfront’ dining, and public
spaces.
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Dammam Central Junction – Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Project Components:

Retail, Residential, Office, Hotel,
Entertainment & Public/Worship Spaces.

Thomas Consultants’ Role:


Conducted a complete mixed‐use development strategy for a 100 ha
site which entailed the allocation of optimal land uses for retail,
residential, hotel, office and other social events.



Performed detailed market research on all potential development
components and devised a project positioning and land
development strategy.



As part of a multidisciplinary team, which included the Saudi Arabian
Hypermarket company Savola/Panda as well as renowned
International retail developers Old Mutual, Thomas provided input
to the design team as to the optimal land configuration for the
approximate 1 million sq. ft. of net leaseable retail programming.
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Thomas Consultants work methodology
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Phase I: Market Context Assessment
Project Vision

Location

Competition

New Competitors

 What is the vision for the retail project?
 Location, Location, Location – what uses are compatible?
 Who are the existing competitors?
 What new competitors are proposed/under development?

Thomas Consultants Inc.
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Phase I: Market Context Assessment
 What is the vision for the retail project?

Defining Target Markets
Who does it appeal to?

What does the
project offer?

Finding Market Niches

Project Vision
What makes this
project unique?

What is our value
proposition?

Creating Differentiation
What are the
market niches?

Building Value Proposition
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Phase I: Market Context Assessment
 Location, Location, Location – what uses are compatible?
Understanding the Regional Context

Defining the Neighborhood Situation

Identifying Site Specific Opportunities

SWOT Analysis
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Phase I: Market Context Assessment

Profiling Competing Centers

 Who are the existing and new/proposed competitors?

Understanding the Competitive Landscape
Identifying Market Voids

Existing Retail
Centers

Defining Market Opportunities

Proposed Retail
Developments
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Phase II: Market Demographic & Expenditure Assessment
Target Customers

Total Spending

Spending Capture

Optimal Floorspace

%
 What are the target customer segments?
 What is the total spending in the target market?
 How much customer spending can the project realistically capture?
 How much retail and entertainment floorspace can be supported?

Phase
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Phase II: Market Demographic & Expenditure Assessment
 Who are the target customer segments?
What Target Markets Are appropriate?

What Are the Population Characteristics?

What Is the Demographic Makeup?
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Phase II: Market Demographic & Expenditure Assessment
 What are the target customer segments?
Domestic Tourists

Project

International Visitors

Local Trade Area
Residents

On‐Site Residents
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Phase II: Market Demographic & Expenditure Assessment
 What is the total spending in the target market?
What is the Per Capita Retail Spend?

What Is the Total Market Spend Potential?
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Phase II: Market Demographic & Expenditure Assessment
 What is the total spending in the target market?
 Identifying each unique user
group.
 Estimating user group retail
sales via expenditure and
population forecasts.
 Aggregating each user group
expenditure to determine
total retail market size.
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Phase II: Market Demographic & Expenditure Assessment
 How much customer spending can the project realistically capture?
What Share of the Trade Area Can You Capture?

Location

Competition

Demographics

Project Positioning

• Site Size

• Relative Location

• Incomes

• Size

• Visibility

• Product Offerings

• Spending

• Product Offering

• Access

• Market Niches

• Wants & Needs

• Uniqueness
• Appeal
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Phase II: Market Demographic & Expenditure Assessment
 How much customer spending can the project realistically capture?
 Using benchmark data from competing shopping
destinations.
 Estimating sales based on rental rates.
 Calculating market shares based on individual retail
center sales estimates and total retail market
spending.
 Assessing project performance based on location,
existing and future retail offering and market
dynamics.
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Phase II: Market Demographic & Expenditure Assessment
 How much retail and entertainment floorspace can be supported?
What is the Sales Revenue Potential?

Thomas Consultants Inc.

How Much Retail Floorspace Should Be Built?
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Phase II: Market Demographic & Expenditure Assessment
 How much retail and entertainment floorspace can be supported?
 Based on total market
spending and estimated
market shares, the retail
sales potential is calculated.
 Using benchmarks, a retail
productivity factor is applied
to the sales potential.
 This productivity factor then
establishes the appropriate
retail floorspace.
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Phase III: Retail Development Strategy
Project Positioning

Points of Difference

Retail Allocation

Retail Phasing

 What is the ‘project positioning’ for the retail development?
 What are the project’s points of difference?
 How should the retail uses be allocated?
 Should retail uses be phased over the development schedule?

Phase
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Phase III: Retail Development Strategy

Identify Project Pillars

 What is the ‘project positioning’ for the retail development?

What Is the Vision and Core Project Elements?
Establish Image & Character

Define the Merchandise Mix
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Phase III: Retail Development Strategy
 What is the ‘project positioning’ for the retail development?
 Defining how the project fits into
competitive landscape.
 Identifying the main pillars that will shape
the project’s offering. Is it experience, value,
convenience or a combination of these
factors?
 Determining the underlining value
proposition.
 Creating a positioning philosophy that
appeals to the target audiences.
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Phase III: Retail Development Strategy
 What are the project’s points of difference?
 Identifying market niches that the project
could satisfy.
 Identifying the core attractions and
offerings that will create destination appeal.
 Finding the latest groundbreaking
destination attractions being introduced
around the world.
 Determining the attractions and amenities
that would appeal to the project’s target
audiences.
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Phase III: Retail Development Strategy
 What are the relevant project benchmarks?
Middle Eastern Floorspace Breakdown by Merchandise Category

• .

2%
8% 3%

Multi‐Offer / Unisex / Complete Luxury
Comparison
Women's Apparel & Accessories

6%

Men's Apparel & Accessories

5%

44%

Footwear
Handbags, Luggage & Accessories

14%

Jewelry & Specialty

18%

Cosmetics & Beauty
Home Furnishings, Accessories & Gifts

Middle Eastern Floorspace Breakdown by Luxury Class

 Using benchmark data to
validate the retail
concept.

50%
45%
40%
35%

Upscale ‐ Premium

30%

Luxury ‐ Exclusive

 Identifying and applying
the latest development
trends from leading
projects around the
world.

25%
20%
15%
10%
5%

Men's
Multi-Offer / Women's
Apparel &
Apparel &
Unisex /
Complete Accessories Accessories
Luxury

Thomas Consultants Inc.

Footwear

Handbags,
Luggage &
Accessories

Global
Avg.

Middle
East

Global
Avg.

Middle
East

Global
Avg.

Middle
East

Global
Avg.

Middle
East

Global
Avg.

Middle
East

Global
Avg.

Middle
East

Global
Avg.

Middle
East

Global
Avg.

Middle
East

0%

Jewelry & Cosmetics &
Home
Specialty
Beauty
Furnishings,
Accessories
& Gifts

 Identifying the target
brands and price points
that best position the
project to serve target
markets and create
destination appeal.
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Phase III: Retail Development Strategy
 How should the retail uses be allocated vertically?
 Translating the market findings into a retail layout
strategy.
 Combating the challenges of vertical circulation with a
rational and thematic ordering based on local
consumer habits.
 Creating a vertical anchoring strategy to stimulate
vertical circulation, and maintain strong rents
throughout the centre.
 Optimizing retail performance, from top to bottom.

Thomas Consultants Inc.
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Phase III: Retail Development Strategy
 How should the retail uses be allocated horizontally?
 Creating a retail districting and
anchoring plan to stimulate horizontal
circulation.
 Establish target brand clusters to
stimulate cross‐shopping among
complimentary tenants with respect
to target market.
 Distributing tenants in order to
facilitate exposure to a maximum
amount of storefronts in order to
generate higher rent yields.

Thomas Consultants Inc.
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Phase III: Retail Development Strategy
 How should the retail uses be allocated?
 Translating the market
findings into a retail
layout plan.
 Creating a retail
districting and anchoring
plan to optimize retail
performance.
 Establish a detailed unit‐
by unit retail tenant mix
plan that identifies the
optimal location of each
retailer.

Thomas Consultants Inc.
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Phase III: Retail Development Strategy
Bldg/

Tenant

Suite
12-100
23-110
23-120
23-140
24-140
25-110
04-110
04-120
01-110
01-120
01-130
02-110
02-120
02-130
03-100
05-140
05-150
06-100
06-200
07-100
09-110
11-110
11-120
00-100
11-140
11-150
11-210
11-204
11-202
11-201
15-110
11-212
14-100
15-130
15-120
15-230
15-220
16-100
17-120
17-110
18-100
19-120
19-110
20-120
21-120
21-110
22-220
22-120
22-110
K 100

Bank of the Cascades
Cates Trading
Buffalo Girls
Signature Imports
Oregon Gallery
Your $12 Store
Sushimoto's Asian Bistro
Western Title
Sunriver Country Store
A T-Shirt Place
Sunriver Coffee
Sunset Realty (Remax)
Temptations
Sunset Realty -Remax (Expansion)
Bella Cucina
Sunriver Realty
Sunriver Realty
Village Bar and Grill
Village Bar and Grill storage
American Title Insurance
First Resort Realty-Coldwell Banker
First American Title
Ridgepine, Inc.
Sunriver Chamber of Commerce
Aspen Mortgage Group
Mountain Resort Property
Newberry Habitat
Western States Sales, Inc.
Massage by Tina / Ste .
Massage by Tina / Ste.
Subway Sandwiches
Bonneville Power
Chens Chinese Garden
Mr. T's Video
The Zoo
Sunriver Music Festival
Management Office
Sunriver Sports
Sunriver Snowboards
Hot Lava Baking Company
Ponderosa Pizza
Paper Station
El Pescador
Golf / Ice Lobby
Village Bike & Ski
Hook Fly Shop
Voicestream PCS I, LLC
River Meadow Enterprises
Goody's Candy Store
W ll F
B k

Current
Rate Rentable Monthly

LEASE

SF/Year

TYPE

10.72
17.12
17.31
17.09
17.31
16.89
12.25
22.03
5.95
20.19
20.21
17.97
19.99
20.00
12.00
17.26
20.56
19.20
6.00
18.18
22.50
20.05
17.01
14.69
20.69
18.11
6.00
7.02
16.46
20.09
16.51
20.39
20.44
18.00
10.82
20.20
14.80
20.40
20.39
17.48
20.56
20.70
20.90
14.00
19.99

Sq. Ft.
2,330
1,248
2,672
1,248
1,248
1,248
1,794
1,369
13,764
450
450
2,838
465
1,036
2,850
4,316
150
2,376
618
2,145
3,088
1,300
4,062
361
805
1,037
307
470
130
150
809
162
1,728
1,248
1,113
1,063
458
3,273
1,785
1,660
2,160
2,220
1,296
300
2,061
592
0
1,221
1,530
0

Rent

CAM
CAM RATE RATE PRORATA
Monthly Sq. Ft.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,080.68
1,780.15
3,854.82
1,777.75
1,800.44
1,757.05
1,831.10
2,513.48
6,825.00
757.25
757.70
4,249.44
774.59
1,726.67
2,850.00
6,206.66
257.04
3,800.69
309.00
3,249.87
5,791.04
2,171.88
5,756.28
441.86
1,388.28
1,565.38
153.50
275.00
391.68
1,354.56
222.89
2,935.56
2,125.36
1,669.50
958.03

Ground Lse
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,118.40
501.12
1,086.72
501.12
501.12
501.12
554.80
657.12
6,048.00
216.00
216.00
1,362.24
223.20
497.28
1,368.00
1,738.56
72.00
1,140.48

Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Modifd Grss
Triple Net
Triple Net
Modifd Grss

$
$
$
$

684.00
1,070.40
624.00
808.80
N/A
386.40
336.00
N/A

Modifd Grss
Modifd Grss
Triple Net
Modifd Grss
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Modifd Grss

$
$
$
$
$
$

5,508.46
2,201.67
2,821.66
3,669.95
3,234.09
2,220.83

Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net
Triple Net

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,571.04
727.20
796.80
1,036.80
1,065.60
622.08

$
$
$
$
$
$

3,555.90
1,030.96
882.00
1,424.50
2,548.58
473 03

Triple Net
Triple Net
Lic. Agree.
Triple Net
Triple Net
ATM L

$
$

989.28
284.16
N/A
586.08
734.40
N/A

$
$

$
$
$
$

$
$

N/A
N/A
388.32
N/A
829.44
599.04
534.24
N/A

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5.76
4.82
4.88
4.82
4.82
4.82
3.71
5.76
5.27
5.76
5.76
5.76
5.76
5.76
5.76
4.83
5.76
5.76
3.83
4.16
5.76
2.39
5.76
3.89
5.76
5.76
5.76
5.76
5.76
4.89
5.76
5.76
5.76
5.76
5.76
5.76
N/A
$ 5.76
$ 5.76
N/A

Lease
Term

SHARE
2.08%
1.11%
2.38%
1.11%
1.11%
1.11%
1.60%
1.22%
12.28%
0.40%
0.40%
2.53%
0.42%
0.92%
2.54%
3.85%
0.13%
2.12%
0.55%
1.91%
2.76%
1.16%
3.63%
0.32%
0.72%
0.93%
0.27%
0.42%
0.12%
0.13%
0.72%
0.14%
1.54%
1.11%
0.99%
0.95%
0.41%
2.92%
1.59%
1.48%
1.93%
1.98%
1.16%
0.27%
1.84%
0.53%
0.00%
1.09%
1.37%
0 00%

Option/
Years

 How to quantify rent yield projections, on a unit by unit basis?
Rent
Escalations

15 years
2 years
3 years
3 years
2 years
2 years
3 years
1 yr
20 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
1 year
40 months
13 mths
2 years
2 years
70 months
70 months
3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
M-T-M
3 years
5 years
1 year

3-5yr
1-3yr
1-3yr
1-3yr
N/A
1-5yr
1-3yr
N/A
1-10 yr
1-5yr
1/5yr
1-5yr
N/A
1-5yr
N/A
1-2yr
1-2yr
N/A
N/A
1-3yr
1-3yr
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
1-3yr
N/A

1 year
1 year
5 years
1 year
5 years
3 years
1 year
3 years

1-1yr
1-1yr
1-5yr
N/A
1-5yr
N/A
N/A
N/A

3/1/08& 3/1/10

5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years

1-5yr
1-5yr
1-5yr
N/A
1-5yr
1-5yr

CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08

5 years
3 years
5 years
3 years
5 years
5

1-5yr
N/A
?
1-3yr
1-5yr
25

CPI 1/1/08
21.52; 22.17
5% annual
14.50; 15.00
CPI 1/1/04
N/A

CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/09
N/A
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
02/01 annual
N/A
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08

CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/6/08
CPI 1/1/08
CPI 1/1/08

 Quantifying rent yield projections by using
comparable local market data benchmarks.
 Taking into account unit size and location
within the centre with respect to amenities
and co‐tenancies.
 Creating realistic rent yields over time,
factoring in all relevant costs and revenues,
unit by unit.
High Yield

Yield Distribution
Based on this common layout
configuration, higher yielding tenants are
generally located in the ‘Centre Court’ of a
project. Higher yielding tenants achieve:

Medium Yield
Anchor

Low Yield

1. A Higher Sales Performance; & thus
2. Pay Higher Rents.

Anchor
Court

Main Mall

Main Mall

Anchor
Court

Side Mall

Anchor

Depending on the anchor tenants in a
project, Anchor Courts usually achieve
lower yields.

Centre
Court

Main Mall

Anchor
Court

Premium
Anchor

Side Mall

Thomas Consultants Inc.
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Phase III: Retail Development Strategy
 Should retail uses be phased over the development schedule?
 .

 Developing an appropriate
phasing plan based on on‐
site, local/regional trade area
and visitor growth.
 Successfully integrating
future phases to sustain the
project's momentum.

Thomas Consultants Inc.
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Bridging The Gap Between Market Research
& Physical Plan
 Translating the quantitative and qualitative analyses into a
workable retail layout plan.
 Creating a hierarchy of retail functions on the plan that
maximizes the synergy between store formats and cross‐
shopping opportunities.
 Implementing a retail anchoring strategy that stimulates
horizontal and vertical customer circulation.
 Clustering similar retail categories to create specific
merchandise districts.
 Understanding the interface between retail and other on‐
site uses to maximize the project’s synergy.
 Thinking locally, but acting globally when considering the
appropriate tenant types for the project.
 Recognizing international design trends and retail concepts
that could be utilized for the project.

Thomas Consultants Inc.
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Contact

Thomas Consultants Inc.
Suite 910 – 1111 Melville Street
Vancouver BC, V6E 3V6
Canada
Phone:
Fax:
Web:
FTP:
Email:

+ 1 604 687 2110
+ 1 604 688 1788
www.thomasconsultants.ca
thomasconsultants.sharefile.com
tci@thomasconsultants.ca

Thomas Consultants Inc.
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